
Course Syllabus p. 1 

 

 Oklahoma History Class 
Muskogee High School     

  Course Description 
A course in Oklahoma History unfolding from prehistoric residency, early explorations, 
Indian removal, Civil War period, statehood, and early pioneers.  Oklahoma expansion, 
new frontier, space age, record of successful growth, humanities and art, along with 
increasing appreciation of the state’s rich Indian heritage are also emphasized.  All of 
these areas are covered by using various teaching methods including, but not limited to, 
technology, traditional methods, and hands-on student projects. 
 

 PASS Objectives 
Standard 1- The student will demonstrate process skills in social studies 
Standard 2- The student will describe both European and American exploration and  
                    claims to the territory that would become Oklahoma. 
Standard 3- The student will evaluate the social, economic, and political development  
                    and contributions of Native Americans from prehistoric settlement through 
                    modern times. 
Standard 4- The student will evaluate the major political and economic events prior to  
                    statehood. 
Standard 5- The student will describe the development of constitutional government in  
                    Oklahoma. 
Standard 6- The student will investigate the geography and economic assets of Oklahoma  
                    trace their effects on the history of the state. 
Standard 7- The student will examine major cultural and ethnic groups represented in  
                    Oklahoma. 
Standard 8- The student will examine factors that contributed to the political, economic, 
                    and social history of Oklahoma during the twentieth century. 
 
 

MHS Grading Scale 
Letter Grade Percentage Grade Point 

A   93-100% 4.0 
 A- 90-92% 3.7 

  B+ 87-89% 3.3 
B 83-86% 3.0 

 B- 80-82% 2.7 
  C+ 77-79% 2.3 

C 73-76% 2.0 
 C- 70-72% 1.7 

  D+ 67-69% 1.3 
D 60-66% 1.0 
F   0-59% 0.0 
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Reading Material and Supplies 
The textbook used for this class is Oklahoma Land of Contrasts by Clairmont Press. 
 
There are no special supplies needed for this class.  Students will only need to bring 
paper and pen or pencil. 

Course Outline 
August-      Chapter   1- Celebrate Oklahoma 
                   Chapter   2- Where in the world is Oklahoma? 
                   Chapter   3- Early cultures in our land 
                   Chapter   4- European quest for new land 
September- Chapter   5- Oklahoma in early America 
                    Chapter  6- A clash of cultures 
                    Chapter  7- New land, new beginnings 
                    Chapter  8- Opening the west 
October-     Chapter  9- The Civil War in the Indian Territory 
                    Chapter 10- Trouble on the plains 
                    Chapter 11- Rebuilding Indian Territory 
                    Chapter 12- Boomers, Sooners, and Oklahoma Territory 
November-  Chapter 13- Creating the 46th state 
                    Chapter 14- Growing pains 
                    Chapter 15- The Roaring Twenties and the Great Depression 
                    Chapter 16- Wars and baby boomers 
December-  Chapter 17- Politics, protest, and social change 
                    Chapter 18- Oklahoma roundup 
                    Chapter 19- Oklahoma government 
 

Class Policies 
All assignments are due on the date given.  Late work may be accepted at a reduced grade 
if I determine the circumstances for the late work are to be valid. 
 
All assignments are given a point value.  Daily work points will never exceed the points 
given to chapter tests.   
 
Chapter tests will be given each week.  All the test questions covered on these tests will 
be used to create the semester test. 
 
Class participation and effort is also graded.  This grade is added into the daily work 
grade each week. 
 
There will be no food or drink allowed in my class at any time. 
 
Cell phones and other electronic games, music or video players are not allowed to be 
used during class.  This item is covered in student handbook. 
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Students have the chance to earn extra credit during class test reviews.  They will 
participate in an all class review using the Promethean Boards.   
 

Muskogee High School Policies 

Attendance/Tardiness  
If a student misses more than 9 days in a semester they are not to receive a passing grade.  
This policy is outlined in the student handbook that is passed out at the beginning of 
school. 
 
Every 3 tardies a student receives in a particular class results in an absence for that class.  
That policy is outlined in the student handbook that is passed out at the beginning of 
school.  

 

Mastery Learning/Tutoring 
Students will be assigned mandatory tutoring if they have a grade that is below passing.  
The tutoring time is from 7:50 a.m. to 8:10 a.m. every other Friday for the social studies 
department. 
 
Failure to attend mandatory tutoring will result in the student receiving ASP.      
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